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Available on Dynamite Digital &gt; Price: $3.99 Shipping: Sell OutSKU: C72513026212701011Rating: Teen + Cover A: Philip TanUPC: 725130262127 01 011Cover B: Jonathan LauUPC: 725130262127 01021Cover C: CoverUPC gameplay: 725130262127 01031Writer: Chris SebelaArt: Jonathan LauGenre: Action,
Media Tie-InPublication Date: October 2017Format: Comic BookPage Count: 32 PagesON SALE DATE: 10/1147 and his handler, Diana Burnwood, is a group responsible for some of the most ruthless, effective and unsought-after assassinations globally. But before they were agents of the Shadow International
Contracts Association, 47 and Burnwood were on their separate paths in life - roads filled with blood, bullets and revenge. When 14-year-old Diana began a mission to track down those who killed her parents, the 47-year-old is struggling to free herself and her friends, 6, from the Mysterious Institute who have raised
them as killers since they were children. With a story stretching from the heart of America to the Berlin Wall, Lone Wolves will follow the birth of the legendary Hitman and the secret past of the woman behind him, who pulls the rope and knows how hard life really is. Illustration See details of the © 1996-2014,
Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Since controlling her mentor's criminal activity, Diana Burnwood's life has blossomed into a world of possibilities she can only dream of. As her revenge mission nears completion, her targets begin to fight back with an uncertain ally. Meanwhile, the 47-year-old was captured by the
Institute after the attack, going undercover with the rest of the subjects and Dr. Ort-Meyer. After sacrificing his freedom and humanity, 47 has his first steps up the path to becoming a Hitman. Start your review of Agent 47: Birth Of The Hitman Vol. 1 (Agent 47: The Birth of the Hitman) Diana Burnwood's family was killed
by agents 6 and 47 when she was a young girl. You're considering punishing Blue Seed, who hired assassins. She began training under the training of a mysterious woman named Savi. Two assassins were trained by doctors. Ort-Meyer's institute and was treated like slaves for years. Now they want to get out. And now,
the rant. Agent 47 has never had a companion in games. He's always lonely, so pairing up with Agent 6 doesn't make much sense. They barely work together as they do now, the family of Diana Burnwood was killed by agents 6 and 47 when she was a young girl. You're considering punishing Blue Seed, who hired
assassins. She began training under the training of a mysterious woman named Savi. Two assassins were trained by doctors. Ort-Meyer's institute and was treated like slaves for years. Now they want to get out. And now, the rant. Agent 47 has never had a companion in games. He's always lonely, so pairing up with
Agent 6 doesn't make much sense. They're kind of Work together as it is, so they don't feel half as deadly as 47 really are in any game. One thing they were right about is how easy 47 is to manipulate into doing people's bidding. 47 and 6 causing the Fall of the Berlin Wall. Yes, I'm sure of it! The story is told so blandly
that it hurts. And 47 is raising a rabbit... A rabbit, for crying out loud! It's a failed attempt to make him seem like man for no reason... Surprise, writer! 47 is a machine designed for killing. The vet is not one of his secret vo voses. Diana's story is also less interesting than what it's trying to do. It almost feels like she's a forty-
something Hitman in training, even though she's 14 years old. She chickens out when faced with her first kill. She then went on to recount how she was skilled at manipulating people. I didn't see it. The title is misleading since the hitman was born and trained. It's just that he lives in a world parallel to the game. There are
commonly named characters present, but not the atmosphere of even the crappiest missions in the game. This comic is worse than the mediocre picture comics of the 90s. I should know, I read some of them and remembered to be a lot less bored. Guess who doesn't read anything of Sebela ever again! The failure in
Welcome Back should have tipped me off... (see spoiler) [After the failed overthrow of the Institute that created him, Dr. Ort-Meyer brought his remaining agents underground, where his financial donorss demanded their destruction. After a mindwipe, 47 was the only one to thrive in this environment, so he became eager
for Ort-Meyer's bosses. Ort-Meyer helps 47 get free, so his Institute is still open to creating more hitmen. Diana has built a successful watchdog and has continued to hunt down those who killed her family. They proved challenging and she came up with the last one when she became a handle in the ICA. Eventually, she
met 47 people who launched her hitmen and completed their mission above expectations. He was offered a job at the ICA and the adventure began. (hidden spoiler)] ... sad, sad, sad. Big fan of video game series. One of my all-time favorite games is treated like shit. Artwork is meh... but artwork is not the problem here.
The story is... Too bad. That's too bad. This has bad 90 action b-movie scripts written all over. I know. You're a fan like me. Hell, I even pre-ordered variations with video game covers for all the problems, I bought this #1 with 3 different covers. THat is how much I love series.. but I should have known better, sad. Big fan
of video game series. One of my all-time favorite games is treated like shit. Artwork is meh... but artwork is not the problem here. The story is... Too bad. That's too bad. This is bad 90 dynamic b-movie scripts are written above all. I know. You're a fan like me. Hell, I even pre-ordered variations with video game covers for
all the problems, I bought this #1 with 3 different covers. THat is how much I love series.. but I should have known better, should have read at least the first 2. I was hoping it would get better. But no. This is not Hitman, the character in the It has nothing to do with Agent 47. They even went the way of origin, like THAT's
what fans want to read... pff.. and we're getting a story about the lone-wolf kind of assassin running around doing nothing with HIS BROTHER.. one of the other copies. Get out of here. Not only that, they are trying to bring the bad guys down. Damn it. applause. It's something no one expects to read. We played THAT
game. Don't give us that kind of... and we're getting a story about her handle, Diana or whatever-the-fuck-her-name-are the people who give a shit?! We bought AGENT 47 - HITMAN to really hello?&gt; YES! TO READ ABOUT HITMAN. Not that the woman gives him his duties in the future and how she gets to be, it's
boring at best. Not even trivial. DON'T read. DON'T buy it. I regret all the problems I bought. It's boring as. You'better read the Archie comics. The only thing I like is the cover. And that's how they get you! So yes! Congrats on making me pay for every single cover. No wonder when I asked Dynamite on twitter if we were
getting a series or a 2 volume hitman I had no response whatso. They're ashamed of themselves. It will be a long time until I buy Dynamite comics again for sure. ... more than I just can't get into this. The aim is believed to be the origin of Hitman, and while it has told the story of his early years, it doesn't really come
across as a definitive source. It told some backstory on Agent 47 and its handle, but from what I understand much of it contradicts the established storyline in the video game canon. It really is all the most confusing than anything else. Art isn't bad, but it's not very good. I either missed this point altogether or it was I just
couldn't get into this. The aim is believed to be the origin of Hitman, and while it has told the story of his early years, it doesn't really come across as a definitive source. It told some backstory on Agent 47 and its handle, but from what I understand much of it contradicts the established storyline in the video game canon. It
really is all the most confusing than anything else. Art isn't bad, but it's not very good. I either missed this point altogether or it was just lackluster. ... than I tried to like it, I really tried. Hitman is a brand close to my heart. I grew up with Agent 47 and the Hitman game, but this, like the movies, is another example of writers
focusing too much on action scenes rather than the substance of the story. The Hitman franchise is always about subtle, there's not everything exploding in your face. Two Hitman novels are Great examples of how these games should be represented in different media. Hopefully the new Netflix TV show from the
creators of John Wic I tried to like it, I really tried. Hitman is a brand close to my heart. I grew up with Agent 47 and the Hitman game, but this, like the movies, is another example of writers focusing too much on action than the substance of the story. The Hitman franchise is always about subtle, there's not everything
exploding in your face. These two Hitman novels are great examples of how these games should be represented in different media. Hopefully the new Netflix TV show from the creators of John Wick will give it the care and quality the franchise deserves. ... more As a big fan of the Hitman series, this is really unhappy.
The characters constantly say manic, and somehow not interesting. Just when you are completely unfamiliar with the franchise I will, wait ... nevermind. Just get over this. This graphic novel is boring. It seems that the characters have repeated the same thoughts over and over. It took me forever to read because I lost
interest. Destroy existing legends set in previous games but read quite. I must admit I approached this comic quite cautiously. I really like Hitman games but it is quite difficult to make comics about a professional hitman who in all games can utter full 4 pages of text. But I must admit it thry actually managed to write the
origin story for both the 47 and her handle to be Diana. We followed them from their teens to the moment that their path crossed and they started working for the infamous ICA. We follow them as they fight their inner daemons and a tragedy I must admit I approach this comic quite cautiously. I really like Hitman games but
it is quite difficult to make comics about a professional hitman who in all games can utter full 4 pages of text. But I must admit it thry actually managed to write the origin story for both the 47 and her handle to be Diana. We followed them from their teens to the moment that their path crossed and they started working for
the infamous ICA. We follow them as they battle inner daemons and their tragedies and eventually emerge as a cold-blooded assassin (47) and very manipulative controller (Diana). They are both people who suffered a lot in the hands of others and eventually found freedom of sorts. Art is good, sometimes the
proportions seem slightly reduced but generally the art is very clear with both wide shots and action scenes. Introduced to fans horror stories and espionage. ... More... More
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